The UC Berkeley Physics Department

Berkeley Physics builds upon an unparalleled history of game-changing research, pioneer scientists, and world-class students. Ranked #2 in the world by U.S. News and World Report 2017 and home to more Physics majors than any program in the country, it strives to foster collaboration among some of the world’s brightest students and most distinguished professors. The Physics Department is advancing scientific research across the full range of experimental and theoretical physics, including condensed matter physics and materials science, biophysics, nuclear physics, and more.

Introducing Berkeley Physics Partners (BP2)

- Partner with us on the Physics research and education agenda
- Stay current on cutting edge research and potential disruptive technologies
- Increase your brand recognition with students
- Recruit top talent

To learn more about Berkeley Physics Partners (BP2), please contact:

Rachel Schafer
Director of Development and Communications
Physics Department
University of California, Berkeley
388 LeConte Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720
510.642.3355
rschafer@berkeley.edu

Engage, Support, Advance

ENGAGE students
SUPPORT research
ADVANCE progress

BP2: Recruit and BP2: Access
Two new ways for industry partners to collaborate with students and faculty in one of the world’s most innovative Physics programs
Physics at Berkeley offers a Bachelor program and a PhD program with an optional Masters degree. Our industry partners in BP2: Recruit receive a rich set of benefits advancing their professional goals and those of our students.

First and foremost, companies can host two on-campus recruiting sessions per year in Le Conte and Birge halls. These convenient and well-attended sessions allow you to reach a wide range of students. BP2: Recruit members may also conduct on-campus interviews and office hours in academic buildings. Catch students on their way to or from class—no special trips required.

Plus: Alert Physics students to job announcements and internship openings via email. Engage with faculty advisers and student groups at the Fall graduate and Spring undergraduate poster sessions. And partner with our active student organizations.

Detailed Member Benefits
- On-campus recruiting info sessions
- Job/internship announcements
- On-campus interviews and office hours
- Invitations to Fall graduate and Spring undergraduate poster sessions
- Invitation to speak at the Physics Career Development Workshops
- Invitations to attend other special events in Physics

BP2: Recruit Annual Membership Fees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Size</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 200 employees</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 50-200 employees</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 50 employees</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BP2: Access

Physics at Berkeley is home to faculty who contribute scientific discovery through cutting-edge research, all while teaching the next generation of physicists. We invite you to invest in the future of our Physics Department, one of the best in the world. Your support funds strategic priorities like hands-on learning for freshmen through the new Physics 5 series, modernization of machine shops, and other initiatives that make our programs competitive and rewarding.

Through BP2: Access, our elite-level partnership, specify exactly where you’d like your contributions to go: faculty research or department priorities.

At the same time, invest in your own future. Members enjoy a concierge service to match company interests with faculty expertise. You’ll be invited to private dinners with distinguished physicists following the Segrè and Oppenheimer lectures. We also offer naming opportunities at negotiated levels. BP2: Access companies electing to support department priorities will receive all benefits of the Recruit program: on-campus recruiting sessions, interviews, and office hours; job announcements; and invitations to poster sessions and career-development workshops.

Alternatively, Access members who support faculty research may fund a research topic with a choice of one research center or one faculty member in Astrophysics, Particle Physics, Quantum Physics, or Biophysics, and more with his or her consent. This includes first right to review progress of research, rather than the benefits of the Recruit program. For a detailed list of research areas, please see: physics.berkeley.edu/research-faculty

BP2: Access Annual Membership Fee
$55,000 and up